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A system called “Virtual Service” is provided for all members of the Advanced
Support Program. Every machine (starting with machines that shipped with
Thermwood 2001 software) receives one year of the Advanced Support Program
for FREE as part of the machine warrantee. “Virtual Service” is a powerful audio and video link, using a standard phone line, between the customers
91000 SuperControl and the Thermwood service department. When
the “Virtual Service” link is established, the customer can see and talk
to the Thermwood service technician and the service technician can
see, not only the customer, but also all of the critical parameters of the
control.
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be viewed by the customer. “Virtual Service” can effectively handle most difficulties and problems that occur. It reduces service cost but retains
highly qualified service people. It provides service in minutes instead of days or weeks, reducing both downtime
and frustration.
NOTE: A standard phone line must be available to the machine for the Virtual Service feature to work.
(Thermwood recommends a dedicated line.)
Privacy Note:
Thermwood cannot automatically link up to the customer’s Control. It is a “one way service” which can only be initiated by
the customers themselves when they deem it necessary. Even after a call has been connected, Thermwood does not have the
ability to automatically link back to the Control. This feature has been created for the purpose of helping to prevent costly
service trips and minimizing possible down time. If you have any other privacy concerns, please call and talk to the Advanced Support Administrator.
Contact us at

1-800-221-3865 ext. 251
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